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Fully Distributed SLAM using Constrained Factor Graphs A. Cunningham, M. Paluri, and F. Dellaert



Abstract— We address the problem of multi-robot distributed SLAM with an extended Smoothing and Mapping (SAM) approach. We present a novel method for efficiently and robustly distributing map information across a team of robots by exploiting variable elimination in factor graphs. The networking architecture used allows for both significant flexibility as well as a robot team resilient to communication and robot failure. We also contribute a novel method for seamlessly executing Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) using in the context of square root SAM.



Tardós et al. [6], local maps lend themselves naturally to multi-robot mapping, as strategies for map-merging can just as well serve to merge maps built by different robots. Several authors have exploited this idea and proposed true multi-map, multi-robot algorithms that have some very appealing properties [9], [10], [11], [12]. Because minimizing the communication load between robots is important so as to avoid the performance bottleneck of data transfer and to avoid redundant communication, there has been work done to reduce data transfer [13] by choosing the most informative features to transmit.



I. I NTRODUCTIONS Many robotic mapping applications, particularly those in harsh environments, benefit from the use of teams of robots due to the increased reliability of a redundant system. In difficult exploration scenarios, such as search and rescue or surveillance and reconnaissance, the primary goal is to provide an accurate map of the environment the robots operate in. This and other scenarios motivate the use of distributed Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM). While coordinating a robot team poses additional control challenges, from a mapping perspective, there are distinct advantages. Multi-robot systems have inherently parallel sensory and computational facilities, which allow for faster exploration than a single robot in the same scenario. Many of the multiple-robot data fusion techniques focus on the pure localization problem. [1] introduced a technique for the consistent cooperative localization of multiple AUVs performing mobile trilateration. They instantiate up to 2n filters per vehicle to keep track of which vehicle has received what information from what other vehicles. [2] present a distributed MAP estimator using a distributed data-allocation scheme that enables robots to simultaneously process and update their local data when equipped with bidirectional sensing of other robots. [3], [4] present “collective localization”, a single distributed Kalman filter which processes the available positioning information from all the members of the team and produces a pose estimate for every one of them. For the full SLAM problem, the idea of using multiple local maps has received a lot of traction in a single-robot context [5], [6], [7], [8], as it leads to more computationally efficient algorithms. In addition, as mentioned by



In this paper, we propose a novel approach to multirobot SLAM that augments a Smoothing and Mapping (SAM) graphical model approach [14] with distributed local maps while still creating a global map available to all robots. To perform merging of information between maps, we introduce the Constrained Factor Graph (CFG) as an extended graphical model and formulate Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) to solve this new model. The resulting system is a asynchronous distributed system that is resilient to robot failure and changing network topology. Constrained optimization techniques such as SQP have appeared in the context of SLAM before, but not as integrated into the underlying model as we propose. Estrada, et al.[15] employ SQP as a means of loop closing in an EKF-based hierarchical SLAM technique, while Choi and Oh [16] employ SQP to refine a grid map based on a pseudo-dense scan from monocular vision. Single robot graphical SLAM system are usually composed of a front-end, which manages feature detection and data association, and a back-end, which optimizes the map and robot trajectory to find the most probable configuration. This paper adds another layer to the process in which robots exchange information to create larger scale maps that starts with the solutions generated by the standard SLAM back-end. A full implementation this multi-robot SLAM layer would require corresponding a corresponding front-end and back-end to perform between-robot data association and optimization. This paper will only focus on the global optimization, and assumes that we have reliable data associations between robots.
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II. OVERVIEW OF OUR A PPROACH The assumptions we make are as follows: there is a set of robots in an environment, with each robot r attempting to build a global map M within which it can navigate. We assume each robot has a sufficient sensor suite to perform SLAM on its own. We also assume that it can detect landmarks in the environment using a sensing modality that is common across all robots or can at least be correlated to each other. Robots in such a scenario must be equipped with a communication system to send messages to other robots in the team. However, we do not require that all robots are continually connected to all other robots. We assume below that we do not have measurements of positions -either relative or absoluteof other robots in the team, though such measurements are easily incorporated when available. We structure the rest of the paper as follows. Section II-A provides an overview of the single-robot SLAM case and recaps the underlying SAM methodology. We motivate our approach to distributed multi-robot SAM in Section II-B with an example of a naive approach. Section II-C describes the algorithm for compactly representing local data and combining shared maps. Section II-D describes the message passing technique necessary to collect and propagate map information between robots. In Section III we introduce Constrained Factor Graphs (CFGs) and derive core solution approach. We conclude with experimental validation in Section IV and discussion in Section V. A. Individual SAM The underlying SLAM technique used in this paper is a direct extension of the SAM approach used in our previous work; a detailed explanation of the approach can be found in [14]. Because each robots performs SLAM in its local environment, we present a brief introduction to SAM as a single-robot SLAM technique and highlight key concepts necessary for the multi-robot version of the system. We represent the robot trajectory, landmark positions and all measurements Z in the system using a factor graph G, bipartite graph which encodes the probabilistic relationships between all variables. An example of a graphical SAM representation for a single robot is illustrated in Figure 1, where colored circles represent robot poses xi , white circles represent landmarks lj , and small filled circles on edges represent factors f . These factors can represent the measurement information between the variables, such as an observation of a landmark, odometry between poses, or prior information on a pose. Algebraically, we concatenate the xi and lj variables into a single state variable X. We can then approach



Fig. 1: Factor graph for a single robot system.



SAM as a unconstrained nonlinear least-squares optimization problem in equation 1 where the error is the difference between a generative measurement model h(X) for the current state X and the actual measurement Z, weighted by the measurement covariance matrix Σ. 2



X ∗ = argminX kh(X) − ZkΣ



(1)



To perform this optimization, we linearize the system to create a linear least-squares subproblems (Equation 2), expressable as a canonical linear least square error problem, as in Equation 3. We can then solve the system through variable elimination using QR factorization. 2



δ ∗ = argminδ kh(X) + H(X)δ − ZkΣ 2



δ ∗ = argminδ kAδ − bkΣ



(2) (3)



There are two key observations of this algorithm necessary for multi-robot SAM. (a) During variable elimination, after removing a variable from the graph the remaining factors in the graph and those added during elimination constitute the joint information on the variables still in the graph. (b) Each robot starts in its own local coordinate frame because there is no other absolute information concerning the position of the robot. B. Definition of Sharing and the Naive Approach In a multi-robot scenario, we define the problem to be one of partitioning X into a set of variables to share with the rest of the robots and a set of variables that do not need to be shared. For example, one partitioning is for each robot to share visual features and the last pose of the robot. In this case, sharing landmarks allows for global map alignment, and sharing the last pose allows for cooperative localization. As this partitioning depends entirely only the demands of the task of the robot team, we will choose, without loss of generality, to share all landmarks lj while poses xi remain purely local variables. The result will be a globally shared map between all robots over all landmarks with no robot trajectories.
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Fig. 2: Naive global map creation for three robots.



We can consider a naive approach to implementing distributed SAM that does accomplish the goal of optimizing a shared set of variables, but is too expensive for practical application. In the naive approach, every robot sends every sensor measurement to every other robot, thereby allowing each robot to construct a complete map with full trajectories for all robots. Figure 2 illustrates this naive approach, showing the global graph that will be built on each robot. The advantages are that (a) it is a true smoothing and mapping approach and hence the graph remains sparse, and (b) it will be accurate as it incorporates all measurements taken by all robots, so that no information is lost or double-counted, and (c) it is an approach that is robust to robot failure(s). However, it is impractical for several reasons: • There is a large volume of communication traffic between robots • Each robot must optimize a complete graph, hence it is computational expensive • Much of the computation will be redundant. C. The non-naive approach In order to reproduce the advantages of the naive shared graph while effectively distributing the computational cost and communication load, we use two primary techniques: • Create compact representations the local graph to share with other robots by partially eliminating the strictly local variables. • Augment the shared graph with hard equality constraints that enforce a strict transform between landmarks in a robot’s local frame of reference and the corresponding landmarks in the global frame. Each robot r in the team of robots R has exactly the same machinery: a local optimizer module to summarize its own measurements Z into a contributed map Mr , a communication module that populates a set of slots S to collect the time-stamped contributed maps from all robots (including its own), and a global optimizer module that produces a global map M . Figure 4 illustrates the



Fig. 4: The structure of a single robot, containing its full local map, the global map, and the timestamped slots containing timestamps contributed maps from neighboring robots.



data stored by each robot, with a full local graph Gr , the slots containing contributed maps, and a global map constructed from the contributed maps. Generating the compact representation of requires that we eliminate all poses from each the local graph of each robot. To do this, we re-linearize the graph around the X ∗ and perform partial elimination, and the remaining graph expresses a joint density on the landmarks. Note that this operation does not remove any information relating the landmarks while remaining a condensed version of the full graph. Each robot constructs Mr of the optimal local solutions for landmark positions and the partially eliminated graph. Each robot can then insert Mr into the corresponding slot Sr to make the local information available both for global optimization and broadcasting to other robots. The global optimization module executes merging the contributed maps Mr into M . One challenge in the creation of the global map is that Gr is in the local reference frame of the r. A naive approach is to transform each Mr ∈ S into a global reference frame is to transform and align each Mr prior to constructing M . This is impractical due to the need to re-linearize each Mr in the new coordinate frame, which would require having Gr and thus remove the benefit of partially eliminated contributed maps. We avoid this problem by leaving each Mr in its original frame of reference, and employing constrained optimization to relate global landmarks to each Mr . To build a global graph, we must create a Constrained Factor Graph (CFG) so as to represent the transforms between local and global frames of reference. Figure 3a illustrates the constrained version of the naive distributed system from Figure 2. In this case, we keep not only a copy of the landmark in the global frame, we also maintain a copy of each landmark in its associated Mr . We denote landmarks in a global frame as lj , and
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(a) Global CFG



(b) Partially Elimination



(c) Constrained Global Map



Fig. 3: Progression from distributed complete global CFG with base frame variables (a), partially eliminated map showing the reduced form of each local map (b), and the global shared map maintained by each robot (c).



landmarks in the frame of robot r as ljr . We assume known landmark data associations for this step, such that j labels a landmark uniquely across all robots. The constraint factors introduce a base frame of reference variable T r (illustrated with colored squares), which expresses the global origin in the coordinate system of robot r. The frame of reference constraints crj , illustrated in 3 with crosses to distinguish them from probabilistic factors, express the direct correspondence between the global and local versions of a landmark, as in Equation 4.



(a) Announcing Local Maps



(b) Transferring Latest Maps



T r ⊕ lj = ljr



(4)



With each constraint crj , we can now perform nonlinear constrained optimization to find a M , as derived in Section III. With the frame of reference constraints managing the coordinate frames of the robots, as in Figure 3a, it is possible to partially eliminate the robot trajectories from each robot, which occurs in on separate robots during local optimization. The condensed map information appears in Figure 3b as a new factor (highlighted by color). We can then assemble a global map based on these smaller factors as in Figure 3c. With this smaller map, each robot can perform constrained nonlinear optimization to merge the maps by solving for frame of reference transforms to the global frame. The key to these constraints is in their difference from the probabilistic factors; frame of reference are hard constraints in the sense of constrained optimization rather than an expression of a probability distribution. The problem necessitates using these hard constraints that express a strict, deterministic relationship between variables because data association is an assignment problem rather than a measurement, and there must exist exactly one transform between a local and global frame.



Fig. 5: Two stages of message passing for full duplex map updates.



D. Communication Module In order to create a global map M from a set of Mr contributed by other robots, each robot must simultaneously update and disseminate contributed maps from its set of slots S. For every known robot i in the team, there will be a corresponding Si . Communication between robots consists of two-robot interactions where robots share Mr maps. As is standard in distributed systems [17], a robot r maintains communication with the subset of all robots called its local neighborhood, denoted Nr (t). The set of local robots changes is timevarying due to the possibility of dropping or gaining connections with robots as they drive in and out of radio range. When in communication with another robot, the communication module sends a message announcing the contents of Sr , which includes the robot identifier and the time stamp. Upon receipt of this message from the other robot, the communication module prepares a larger message containing any local maps with a later time stamp.
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One significant design goal of this approach is to allow for the propagation of local map information throughout the network, so that even if a robot i and a robot j never directly communicates, it is still possible to exchange local map information indirectly through a robot k that at some point in time connects with robots i and j. This collecting and propagating of local map data affords four major advantages in terms of network topology: • The network graph does not need to be complete to assemble a global graph. • The global map is resilient to robot failure, as the global map can contain the latest shared local map from the robot. • Robots can update their global maps at any point in the process using information contained in Sr and will not have to wait for synchronized messages from multiple robots. The synchronization complexity of communication in this system is constant. Given the set of local map information contained in Sr , the global optimization module can create a global map over landmarks at any point. III. C ONSTRAINED FACTOR G RAPHS While constrained optimization through Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) is well known in optimization literature, it has not largely been applied in the context of graphical models. We introduce the mathematical tools necessary for Constrained Factor Graphs (CFGs) by translating the constraints into constraint factors which we can insert into a factor graph in a way that maintains the key intuitive capacity of a factor graph to illustrate sparse relations between variables. We contribute a reformulation of SQP such that constraints can be seamlessly integrated into a factor graph and optimized in a square root SAM setting. In the general case of nonlinear constrained optimization, the classical approach[18] of Lagrange Multipliers augments the objective function f (x) with a constraint term, such that the descent direction is feasible. For a system with set of scalar equality constraints ci (x) = 0, we can construct the Lagrangian in summation form as follows: L(x, λ) = f (x) −



p X



λi ci



(5)



i=1



In this case, x ∈ Rn is the state variable, λi ∈ R is the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to constraint ci (x), and f : Rn → R is the objective function (soft constraints on the system). In order to solve the constrained optimization problem, we add another set of variables to the set of existing variables, so that we now solve for the original x, as well as the Lagrange



multipliers λi . We will simultaneously optimize both sets of variables as in the following optimization problem: minL(x, λ) x,λ



(6)



subject to ci (x) = 0 Sequential Quadratic Programming provides a means to break the problem into a series of quadratic subproblems. These subproblems will solve for corrections to the initial solution, so that at each stage, we will optimize for a new correction from a quadratic subproblem, and then apply the correction to the full solution. For convenience in the following steps, we define a combined vector of partial derivatives evaluated at a point for the Lagrangian function in Equation 7, where Ox L(x, λ) denotes a partial derivative in x.   Ox L(x, λ) HL(x, λ) = (7) Oλ L(x, λ) We further denote higher order derivatives using subscripts, as in H2 L(x, λ). The stationary point for the Lagrangian function occurs when HL(x, λ) = 0, but to create a subproblem, we will use a first-order Taylor series approximation to relate corrections to the full nonlinear problem at the k th optimization iteration. HL(x(k) + δx, λ(k) + δλ) = 0   δx (k) (k) 2 (k) (k) HL(x , λ ) + H L(x , λ ) =0 δλ



(8) (9)



We use a linear approximation of the constraint function in the subproblem: ci (x(k) ) + ∇ci (x(k) )δx = 0



(10)



The subproblem at each step k becomes 2



H L(x



(k)



(k)



,λ



 )



δx δλ







= −HL(x(k) , λ(k) )



(11)



subject to ∇ci (x(k) )δx = −ci (x(k) ) By exploiting the independence between the objective function and the constraint function, we separate the constraint terms from the objective function because f (x) is always positive and the constraint functions are all actually driven to zero, as one of the KT conditions requires each λi ci = 0. The result is a term for a probabilistic factor (Equation ??), which existing SAM machinery already handles in square root form, and a term for the feasible descent direction of the constraint function in Equation 12. Before we can use the constraint factor, we need to
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reformulate it into the proper square root form to avoid computing and storing the Hessian. λ(k) ∇2 c(x(k) )δx + ∇c(x(k) )T δλ = λ(k) ∇c(x(k) )T (12) We can use Gauss-Newton approximation of the Hessian, as in Equation 13. ∇2 g(x) ≈ ∇g(x)T ∇g(x)



(13)



After reducing the factor to a square-root form, we can solve the variable portion of Equation ??, as follows: λ(k) ∇c(x(k) )δx + δλ − λ(k) = 0



(14)



We can reformulate this factor associated with the constraint into a matrix format suitable for solving as a linear factor, and simplify the system to replace the constant RHS term with zero, as the value of the constant term will not change the result of the system. The final formulation of the problem has three classes of factors that make up the constrained QP problem: 1) Probabilistic Factors - Minimizes f (x) = 2 kh(x) − zkΣ as in unconstrained optimization. This factor only relates variables in x. 2) Constraint Factor - Uses the variable gain from the Lagrange multipliers force the value of x towards a feasible, optimal point. This factor relates x to λ as in Equation 14. 3) Hard Constraint - Imposes the actual constraint on the system through direct elimination. This factor only relates variables in x, as in Equation 10. The linearized graph with constraints is different in structure from the nonlinear graph by adding a pair of factors between the originally constrained variables. The constraint factor expresses a weak form of the constraint function, scaled by a Lagrange multiplier to affect the overall objective function. The hard constraint relates the variables independently of the Lagrange multiplier to enforce the strict relationship defined by the original ci (x) function. We can easily solve this subproblem using linear factor-graphs, with the use of linear constraints. In the linear case, where the constraint factor is a solution to Cx − d. We augment the linear SAM elimination algorithm to account for strict equality relationship using direct elimination rather than QR factorization to elim  inate variables. Assuming that the system C d is properly behaved, we can use any method of finding a solution for x, and insert this solution back into the graph to optimize for a full SAM solution.



Fig. 6: Four robot box scenario with simulated noise in base frame initialization and measurements.



Fig. 7: Two robot hallway example.



IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS We implemented this algorithm using the GTSAM toolbox for the underlying factor graph implementation, and extended the toolbox for CFG optimization. To validate the system, we created two simulated scenarios to show the global optimization approach correctly finding the base frames and aligning the contributed maps. Scenario 1 uses four robots in a box configuration around a circular set of landmarks. Scenario 2 uses a two robots driving towards each other in a hallway denoted with two rows of landmarks. Because the goal of the system in these cases is to create an accurate map of the combined landmarks, we overlay the final optimization over the initial poses. Scenario 3 is a slightly different example designed to show the approach in a more general distributed inference application. In this scenario, three stationary robots track a moving object through a cluttered environment with restricted lines of sight. These figures illustrate that the algorithm can construct a reasonable estimate of the global map configuration even with noisy and incomplete data.
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Fig. 8: Motion tracking example with three robots in a sight-restricted environment.



V. D ISCUSSION In this paper, we have presented a novel approach for performing multi-robot distributed SLAM using a Smoothing and Mapping approach. Our approach minimizes redundant computation and communication across robots by exploiting the nature of the underlying elimination algorithm. The networking architecture used allows for both significant flexibility as well as a robot team resilient to communication and robot failure. We also contribute a novel method for executing constrained nonlinear optimization in the context of square root SAM.
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